This outstanding model in the long established 'Swift' range is designed for a variety of operations which basically involve marginal application of adhesive. It will handle from thin materials up to 1/4" thickness.

Our Patented Applying Wheels, without any form of scraper or duct, apply smooth and straight margins with a positive and even adhesive coating right up to the outer edge of the work or, by fitting narrow width wheels supplied on request, a narrow strip inset from the edge. The machine can be used for gluing carton tabs and a modified model is available for carton and tab gluing for closing. Adhesive application is infinitely and instantly adjustable.

PRACTICAL FEATURES
PATENTED APPLY WHEELS give positive and even adhesive coating without scrapers.
ADHESIVE APPLICATION infinitely and instantly adjustable.
SINGLE SCREW ADJUSTMENT for work thickness from single sheet to 1/4" thickness.
MARGIN WIDTH instantly adjustable from 0" up to 1/2". Greater maximum widths on request.
FOR COLD (illustrated) OR HOT ADHESIVES.
SELF-OILING bearings throughout.
FULL SIZE MOTOR—ample horse-power for long life.
PRIMARY DRIVE by V-belt—all other drives by positive gearing.
TOTALLY ENCLOSED and completely guarded.
SIMPLE to operate, easy to maintain.

The machine—size 18" x 12" - 10"—is cellulose finished and carries a complete guarantee. It will give quality and quantity production year after year with minimum maintenance and attention.